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abstract
Order and Chaos:
Articulating Support, Housing Transformation
by
William H. Boehm
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on 11 May, 1990
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the dual degree of
Master of Architecture and Master of Science in Architecture Studies.
This thesis presents an exploration on the theme of order and
chaos, as a formal and social phenomenon, particularly as it relates to
housing. The work stems from an attraction to the messy vitality we
find in certain environments (such as back alleys), and searches for an
understanding of the relationship that exists between the chaos and
the underlying order.
Chaos is defined and defended, as a crucial component of our
lives in social and urbanistic terms. A parallel interest is revealed in a
review of particular 20th century art. Modern housing approaches are
critiqued in terms of an order/chaos relationship, and compared to non-
western and vernacular precedents.
A historic mill site is analyzed, considered for its
transformational qualities and housing potential. Formal explorations
and a design proposal address issues of housing for transformation in
the existing mill buildings and in a new support structure. A design
methodolgy, appropriate to the topic, models and records
transformation based on individual's interventions.
Thesis Advisor: Thomas Chastain
Title: Assistant Professor
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a back alley look
Walking determinedly through the brick corridors of the city, I
am going somewhere. On my way, on schedule, along with the
traffic, making progress. The roar and exhaust and frenetic
movement pull me along. The rhythmical order of brick town
houses, each with its paved path to the four stairs to the
recessed door next to the front room window lends a steady beat
to my diligent march.A sudden flapping of pigeons wings breaks
my trance, diverts my tunnel vision up to the sunny roof tops.
There, beyond the pigeons, beyond the eaves, something
catches my eye. A wooden railing, sagging, with irregularly
spaced posts, thrusts out from a solid brick wall. A red
corrugated tin roof hangs over it. Beside the roof, a rusty iron
ladder crawls up to the roof. Just beyond the top of the ladder,
the edge of a platform is barely visible. A spot of green striped
canvas might be the end of a lawn chair, or a wind break? To
get a better view, I step back, off the curb between two parked
cars. Now I can see the floor below the railing; it is also
wooden and sagging, and losing its whitewash. Supported on
one end by a thin pipe column, the other is resting on a asphalt
shingled shed addition.
The proximity of cars whizzing by reminds me that I
was on my way, somewhere. Back on track physically, the
unlikely and somehow covert assemblage has me intrigued.
Approaching the dark column of a narrow void between two
brick fronts, I anticipate the temptation. I am not strong enough
to resist just a glance. There, through the split is the bright
glare from a strip of unpainted corrugated metal. Lacy black
iron railing casts a sharp shadow on a clapboard wall before
giving way to a ladder heading down. A bicycle and some
aluminum and linoleum kitchen furniture occupy the balcony,
obscured partly by a line of laundry. Power lines gather from
many points at a single pole. This convergence is replayed on
the brick wall beyond, in counterpoint to the regular grid of
mortar joints. A fellow pedestrian brushes by me, reminding me
of my yet unfinished journey. I turn to move on, only to see a
young man in an overcoat head into the passage. He walks
briskly, with intent. It now seems obvious for me to do the
same, only following a precedent. Perhaps this is a shortcut, or
at least a viable alternate route. I emerge in the sunlight just
in time to see a wooden gate slam closed behind the overcoated
man. Left alone I stop. It is suddenly quiet and bright, full of
colors and shapes.
Shocked by the sudden change, relieved by the absence
of noise and movement, I slowly scan the scene. The isolated
fragments I had spotted from the street have now become just
small parts of a walk-in collage. The bright strip of corrugated
metal becomes a fence, appearing again further down the
alley, as a wide, occasionally punctured wall. The power lines
disseminate from the central pole to inlets on all the
surrounding structures. One line leads to the red shed roof over
the balcony I had first spotted from the street. Now in plain
view, I see this balcony as part of an elaborate network of
balconies and fire escapes that wrap around the backs of the
buildings. The massive brick volume, so steadfast and decisive
on the street side rapidly loses its presence in the alley to the
wooden and steel walkways and the cluster of added sheds
below. Looking down the alley, this is, in fact, the norm. The
original brick boxes now remain as cores of a complex (if not
chaotic) system of added-on sheds in various sizes pushing out
to the very edge of the alleys' width. These alternate
irregularly with missing teeth left for walkways, parking, or a
small garden. Rendered in a wild assortment of materials and
colors, they are occasionally ordered by lumber yard specials
reoccuring in series. Their uses vary as well: a garage, a rental
room, a workshop, overstocked junk sheds. From the backs and
tops of these spring wooden or steel railings, aluminum ducts,
iron pipes. Railings pushed out to the edge of the shed roof
suggest decks, confirmed by random collections of furniture.
The suspicious glare of a large, matronly resident
occupying one of those random pieces of furniture reminds me
that I am an intruder in this back-alley world. I quickly divert
my curious stare, and meander down the alley a bit further. I
am no longer pretending to be going somewhere quickly, I am
trapped, and too intrigued now to resume my mission. Although
the details have changed, the overall quality and composition
of the alley remains constant as I wander on. Above and beside
the attached shed roofs is a lacy screen of pipes, downspouts,
windows, fire escapes and balconies. This screen works its way
up close to the top, revealing a mostly unaltered band of brick.
This is the constant feature of the brick boxes, the reassuring
element of order, just as the glimpse over the eaves or through
the passage from the street revealed the hint of chaos within.
A small black dog has begun barking at me from a third
floor balcony. Through the open door behind it come two young
children who spot me and climb up on the rail to get a better
view. Their overworked mother runs out to scold them, and
glances suspiciously at me. A double hung window slides open
across the alley from them and a man in a t-shirt leans out to
see what the noise is. Wishing to avoid an escalation of this
chain reaction, I head off down the alley, my curiosity
temporarily quenched. Young children, returning from school
joke and shout to one another, quieting down as they pass this
stranger on their turf. Soon I am at the head of the alley, at a
cross street. The roar of traffic seems louder, the pace more
frantic. Checking my watch, I reorient myself and resume my
journey, on my way.
a look back
My attraction to the alley is not sinister, I am not in
search of contraband. Our association with alleys, whether
based on archetypal phobia or Hollywood portrayals, has left
us with prejudice. It heightens my sense of excitement upon
entering one. One ducks into an alley for a quick deal, or darts
in to escape the law. I am drawn into one to escape the norm. It
is the compliment, and the polar opposite of the street; the
street being straight, legal, predictable. The two exist side by
side, parallel, each somehow reliant on the other yet also
ignorant of the other. The few connections between the two
therefor take on a heightened role: the point of transformation,
the place of meeting. It is through one such link that I pass to
enter the back-world, the inside-out world. The few dark
moments of passage put me into an environment so radically
different, it is difficult to recognize the two as being part of one
larger structure. The bursting forth of color, of form, of stuff. A
rich and intriguing exposure of signs and symbols and clues. An
urban archaeologists' dream. That which is so carefully
contained and restrained behind the stolid brick walls of the
street side plunges out the back with a yelp of joy. One must
then appreciate the restrained nature of the street side for
giving the push, the imperative for escape. What variety lies
behind those repetitive fronts. Colors, materials, uses,
dimensions; all range widely, with just enough lines of melody
within the dissonance to hold the movement together. The
occasional clarity is not of intent or vision, but of chance or
convenience. Three foot wide steel fire escape treads at six inch
spacing are found meandering throughout the piece. A triplet of
three by five foot windows reoccurs in a pair, several measures
down the alley. Sheets of interior panelling now used as
exterior cladding , remaining piers of a lean-to shed, and the
rusting grate of a badly sagging fire escape mark temporal
composition sounds different now than it did twenty years ago,
or even last year. There is no conductor here! The brick boxes,
as dumb as they may appear, set up the underlying rhythm; the
dimensions and privacy of the alley provide the setting that
allow the inhabitants to improvise. Somewhere, behind all
the clutter, the solid presence of the masonry can be found.
Leaning against, hanging from, propped off, wrapping around,
sitting on, standing by, poking through; the bits and pieces that
add up to the chaos, all relate closely to the box. The initial
assumption is that the box supports, the rest depends. Closer
inspection suggests a less static relationship. The
whitewashed wooden struts that project from the masonry wall
support the overhang of the roof which protect the wall. The
array of mechanical equipment sitting on the roof (supported by
the walls) serve to heat, cool and ventilate the box. Beyond
the structural and formal relationship of the box and the backs,
there is another reconciling element: the inhabitants. Every
time a curtain is drawn, a window opened, a balcony lounged
upon, a back door slammed, these poles are joined, the
distinction blurred. The lives of the inhabitants, which exist
both within and without the alley and the boxes, lace the two
together in ways as complex as the form of the alley itself.

for chaos
Have your alleys! Duck in, look around and get out- but
don't put me in one. I like things clean, clear and concise. My
life, and the world in general, is chaotic enough as it is. When
I go home, I want to know where things are and how they will
be- just as I left them.
Where you left them, or where someone you never met
fixed them 20 years ago? The only way to really have things
your way is to demolish the way that someone left them, his
way! The developer of your apartment, and developers of your
city are making your decisions about the way you will live,
every day. Our cities, our buildings and "your" apartments are
becoming more general, more object oriented and less responsive
to particularities, all the time. The master planned 20th
century city simultaneously "renews" large portions of the old
while sprawling into the ex-urbs. Political pressure initiates
the process, planners' utopian visions promote it, the economy
feeds off it and technology makes it possible. Expediency and
scale are prerequisite, local resistance is temporary.
Give me alleys! Give me incremental growth,
diversity, complexity, big and small, good and bad. My bias is
clear, the argument old, the problem is growing. Is chaos the
answer? What is "chaos"?
A loaded word, a provocative concept. It is dreaded
and studied and cultivated, as controversial as the alley. This
power, this ability to gain attention must be handled carefully.
Used indiscriminately, it confuses issues and discourse, just as
rampant chaos in a city would make moving through it
difficult. Handled well, there is a didactic opportunity, as an
embodiment of a beneficial coexistence of order and chaos. A
minor modification to Webster's definition will serve my
purposes:
...any assemblage of elements wholly without organization or
order. By substituting apparently for wholly, I recognize the
very real, but often indiscernible underlying order of any
"chaotic" form.
It is such indiscernible order that structures a diverse
society. Multi-layered, ambiguous, dynamic relationships
between individuals or groups are also seen in nature in the form
of complex ecosystems. Our built environment, as the physical
mediator between man and nature is inherently complex. A
formal manifestation of these complex, inter-related systems is
chaos. Representing the least known, least determined aspect of
the larger order, it is subject to suspicion and desperate
attempts at elimination. The threat of confrontation with an
unknown, decision making and resulting action is gladly
avoided. The process of involvement, informing oneself and
behaving accordingly is challenging and empowering. What
was chaos is no longer. For the back-alley residents,
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knowledge of their environment ensures an ability to fully
utilize what is for others an incoherent mess. The chaos
becomes an intermediary between the universally known public
realm beyond and an unknown private dwelling within.
Knowledge and involvement in one's own environment becomes
necessary and beneficial. By contrast, more rigidly defined,
controlled environments (prisons as the extreme), teach
detachment and alienation. If we learn partly through the
experience of our built environment, then a rounded education
must be diverse and inclusive. The formal expression of order
and chaos as a duality, coexistent components of a whole,
implies the same relationship for society.
Early modem physics revealed to us the reality of
invisible and indeterminate forces. There is more to matter
than meets the eye. More recently, a multi-disciplinary effort
towards chaos theory aims specifically at recognizing order
and pattern where previously only the random, erratic and
unpredictable had been observed. Much of important 20th
century work in literature, music and art has dealt (implicitly
or explicitly) with the expression of what we cannot see.
Through dialogues between Marco Polo and Kublai Khan, Italo
Calvino reveals the invisible cities that exist within the
visible. Whether based on observation or imagination they all
describe the city in far more revealing and compelling ways
than simple physical descriptions could ever manage. It is the
infinite and unpredictable "network of connections between the
events, the people and the things of the world" that become
the form of the city. Recognizing and accepting the networks as
reality, it becomes the task of the artist to describe the form, to
render the invisible visible.
The attempt to reveal "deep structure", or the chaos
beyond the control has become a rich source of artistic formal
exploration. This is the point at which architecture diverges
from the other arts in terms of the control/chaos duality.
Generally speaking, the artist is in control of both. The
receivers range of possible response varies from passive
observance and acceptance, to outrage and protest. In any case,
the response is unlikely to influence the work itself. To the
extent that we view architecture as a form of cultural
production comparable to literary, visual or performing arts, it
stands as the single form who's life and shape only begins when
the creator's work is finished. Particularly in the case of
housing, the receivers (occupants) actions physically alter the
work on a daily basis. The manner in which we (architects)
choose to respond to this determines both the accommodation of
transformation and its outward expression.
Examples I have chosen of artistic expression are 20th
century paintings, collage and assemblage in which spatial
dimension is created through formal or color relationships
rather than traditional perspectival composition. They are
generally non-figurative, although figurative elements may
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Piet Mondrian
Paul Klee
appear within them. The works can be perceived as fragments
of a "field organization" or a structure which is ongoing and
general, rather than focused on a particular subject. It is the
presence of both the order and the chaos, and the balance and
relationship between the two that I look for. Relating to the
built environment, the compositional structure can be
considered physical structure, and its disruption or variation as
inhabitation. Within the body of each artists' work, I have
selected samples of more controlled to more chaotic (often
roughly chronological).
Mondrian:
presents the most rigidly controlled work, in which the
only disruption to the vacant structure is either the form of the
canvas, or changes in color. In the less controlled examples, the
grid begins to fragment and dissolve (still uninhabited), or
assume variable dimensions and fill optionally.
Klee:
in which the line, and the field of lines (the order) is
itself the world, mutating to suggest events (chaos) within that
world.
Torres-Garcia:
a consistent range, from a simple compartmentalization
of the "world"'(iconic figures), to a field in which the
inhabiting figures become part of the structure themselves. The
work approaches a parity: a non-hierarchy in which neither
frame nor fill dominate.
Leger
a multi-layered collage of forms, often figural, each
quite autonomous yet interdependent, together suggesting a
particularly urban disorder. The underlying structure is not
clear, but imaginable.
Nevelson:
offers the most complete range; from relentless grid and
suppressed inhabitants, to relentless grid being escaped from, to
multiple grids, collaged and optionally inhabited.

Schwitters:
another case in which the inhabitants are the order: a
tenuous, self-made order, made tangible by the occasional
alignment, the overall direction, the loose orthogonality. The
range varies from works of few, large, clear pieces, to crowded,
dynamic events of many diverse pieces.
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DeKooning:
representing the chaotic end of the spectrum, it is
difficult to discern a large ordering system. The disorder is so
advanced that it approaches a homogeneity, a consistency of
chaos suggesting movement, or entropy. Despite this, these
paintings "work". They challenge the viewer who seeks
compositional clarity or figural representation to recognize the
underlying organization that holds the chaos together. A
Mondrian grid issues no such challenge.
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If chaos is to be valued, and control limited, who am I?
An agitator, subverter, anarchist? Only to the extent that I am
proposing an alternative to the dubious, yet predominate form
of housing; that of predetermined cells within a rigid
container. What are my options?
Perhaps it is for me to compose the chaos that invades
the order, in such a manner that produces tension between
"intent" and "chance", '"free" and "fixed". In so doing, I could
speak of Change, the Urban Condition, the Instability of our
Times; the didactic/ rhetorical/ critical opportunities are
23
endless! But functionally, for the promotion of change within
structure, such illusion is meaningless, even counter productive.
The tendency to obscure underlying structure, towards overt
complexity, veils the very means of operation; freezing the
inhabitant in a contrived frenzy of good intentions.
Is it then the systems of transformation I am to build?
To provide the channels, the tools and kits-of-parts to ensure
ease of change? How can I predict the ideal range of options? I
could only increase variety as far as my limited vision and the
technologies' limited quality. Strenuously exercising my
inventiveness can pre-empt the far richer collective
inventiveness of the eventual life of the community. No, there
is no system of chaos.
left to right:
Moshe Safdie, Habitat, Montreal, 1967
Lucien Kroll, dormitories, Brussels,1970
Herman Hertzberger, elderly housing, 1982
Lucien Kroll, facade system
Frans Van der Werf, housing, Rotterdam 1977
Otto Steidle, housing, Kassel, 1974
Otto Steidle, housing, Munich, 1974

Less determined. Support without the answers. A
wide-open field. The prairie. Build what you will within a
neutral frame. A Highrise of Homes, Plug-in City!
Surprisingly, this breeds uniformity: of independence.
Hierarchical systems without interdependencies; spatial,
structural or functional; offer diversity only within the bounds
of the larger organization. The net result is a static overall
form with internal grumbling.
Build the space, complex and commodious: the wide
range of behavioral interpretations becomes the chaos. The
strength of the spatial organization remains intact, the
generous support of life. Mere furniture arrangement or
screening permits wide ranges of use. This is coming close. The
complexity of life is beginning to reflect in the overall
organization. But life itself is still at the mercy of the system,
as good or bad as it may be. Can the behavior create the form?
Not a limited, predictable set of formal responses, but as rich
and unpredictable as human behavior itself, in collusion with
the vast reserves of Grossman's Building Supply.
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left to right:
Site, Highrise of Homes, project, 1982
Le Corbusier, Plan Obus, project, Algiers, 1931
Herman Hertzberger, housing, Delft, 1967
Le Corbusier, housing, Pessac, 1926
Grossman's ad
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It is for me to enable and promote this version of chaos,
through the medium of a framework. To define this
framework, I look to a place where expediency, efficiency, and
maximum density are not paramount, and to economies which
rely upon aggregation and the participation of many.
The most effective and beautiful system is the natural
landscape. Embodying material, methods and organization for
inhabitation, landscapes are merely intensified to support and
protect life. There is, however, limited landscape left to
inhabit, and limits to the reasonable density of habitation. A
common, and effective response to those limits has been the
construction of landscape-like definitions, in the form of a
protective wall. Multiple associations with the wall were
possible; building outside, on, from, or within.
left to right:
Vitorchiano, Italy
Vitorchiano, Italy
Simon Petra monastery, Greece
Mesa Verde cliff dwellings, Colorado
Arles ampitheatre, France
Diocletian's Palace, Split, Yugoslavia
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Housing transformation study,
Jangpura Extension, Delhi, India
-Solly Benjamin
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Recent quantum leaps of density in urban centers has
produced settlements with no apparent larger framework. In
fact, there is an extremely strong invisible structure,
social,political and economic, that underpins the seemingly
uncontrolled chaos. Recognition of the strength and value of
these invisible structures has produced a major shift in housing
policy in less-developed countries, from building housing (in
the most rigid manner), to providing only the collective
organization and structure, to simply strengthening the existing
invisible structure. The overpopulation and poverty that has
led to these responses is not so acute in more developed
Vil 2.
"spontaneous" housing:
left: Trabzon, Turkey
right: Delhi, India
countries, but we are moving in that direction. With
homelessness up, affordable housing stock scarce, and state or
federal funding rare, these responses become more interesting.
Cooperative ownership and decision- making seem to be
critical elements in housing efforts anywhere.
My role begins to come into focus with the recognition,
and acceptance or rejection of aspects of these housing
approaches. To build the support, embodying the materials
and organization for intensification; to provide the spatial and
physical structure to accommodate a wide range of associations
and expression; to create the order that accommodates chaos.

the site approached
Just south of Boston the Neponset river narrows and
makes a sharp S-curve on its way to Dorcester Bay. A generous
margin of unbuilt, wooded land lines the river, interrupted only
by the red-line trolley and industrial buildings. Over 350 years
of industry left behind a wide variety of structures, most
notably the Baker Chocolate factory. Rising up out of the flood
plain, above the factory, is the Dorcester Lower Mills
neighborhood center. Focusing on Pierce Square, an irregular 4-
way intersection, the center is defined on the uphill side by
lively, small-scale store fronts trailing off to a mix of single
above: Pierce Square
below: Baker Mills
and multi-family houses on small lots beyond. In contrast, the
downhill side is defined by the impressive brick boxes of the
Baker Mills. This juxtaposition of big/ small, or foreboding/
friendly produces a compelling visual tension. The grand,
restrained quality of the mills does not lessen upon entry. A
pair of massive, eight story buildings frame the access road,
followed by several three to six story buildings beyond. This
very contained road empties into a large open space defined by
the river on one side and an embankment on the other. The base
of a demolished concrete silo structure remains as a retaining
wall, an abandoned railroad spur crosses the river.
An order/chaos relationship is recognized on three
levels; the landscape- the river and topography are relatively
large and constant, the built environment is small and in
constant transformation; the local context- massive mill
buildings anchor the lower portion of the town center, the
small-town shops gather above for animated gossip; the mill
site- stoic buildings guard access to an unused, neglected piece of
river frontage. The landscape and local situations seem
balanced and acceptable, the mill site needs attention. My
A X
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left: site, aerial photo
right: site model
c- town center
r-residential
i-industrial
s-silo bases
e-existing bldgs
v-vacant bldgs
n-Neponsett river
impulse is to bring life to this site- to introduce an element of
chaos to the controlled portion, and an element of control to the
unbuilt portion. This is done in two ways; in the form of
interventions to the existing vacant mill buildings, and in the
form of new structures on the unbuilt portion of the site.
A site transformation series explores this impulse,
starting by opening up the existing vacant mill buildings for
purposes of inhabitation. Allowing for individual occupant
transformation, this will also erode the heavily controlled
quality of the access road. Semi-public, sheltered seating areas
are defined in two places along the waters' edge. New
structures are built, also for the purpose of accommodating
inhabitation and ongoing transformation. Along with the
riverside seating area, they define a large collective "green"
fronting the river, and provide an intermediary between the
closed mill site and the open landscape. Specifics of the two
building systems are described later.

The facades of the vacant buildings offer promise and
inspiration. A long history of transformation is suggested by a
pentimento of multiple openings in blatant violation of the
original repetitive grid. The intriguing formal result bears
witness to changing needs over the life of the building, clearly
more important than the preservation of the original order of
the facade. This archaeology also provides a reference set
(clues) for future transformation. Observations of similar mill
buildings contribute to this set; openings, additions,
appendages, external access, re-closure; many systems exist for
each.

Inside, one enters a forest of cast iron columns carrying
hefty wooden beams and floor planks. A single interior brick
wall permeates this continuous field, roughly in the center,
with variable openings on each floor. Assorted temporary
office and toilet enclosures, in various materials and states of
dilapidation remain as memory of past inhabitation. The top
floor supports an optional mezzanine level, lit from above with
dirty skylights. Only pigeons and occasional parties of
neighborhood youth now use this shell, each leaving behind
their marks.
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Across the access road, two similar buildings have been
recently converted into condominiums. Inside, the sales staff is
desperately cheerful. The market is down, the condos
expensive, there are many yet to be sold. Clearly designed for
today's market, there is not a great deal of variety to be had.
One bedroom or two, 1000 s.f. or 1200, $150,000, or $175,000. The
lap pool, sauna, parking space, and full time security are
included. A look inside several units reveal tiny efficiency
kitchens packed with top-line appliances. Lush shag carpeting
and pristine white drywall come to an abrupt halt at the
41
left to right:
Massachusetts mill workers, 1878
Pruitt-Igoe demolition
housing, Delhi
left in the building. Encouraged by historic preservation
funding, the developers chose to ignore the clues and restore the
facades to their original order as conceived of 140 years ago.
While presumably gaining praise for respectful stewardship,
the practice of selecting a particular moment in the long life of
a building to return to, and to furthermore freeze it there, seems
dubious.
More promising would be an attempt to restore the life,
the ongoing processes that allow for acceptance and adaptation
of uses, so well documented by the extant archaeology of the
structures, and by their very existence. Forms less tolerant of
life do not fare so well, as witnessed by the long history of
public housing failures. Given that economics, rather than
lofty moral pursuits seem to determine the form of housing, the
trend in less developed countries' housing programs offers
promise for an approach which is both economically viable,
humane and formally reasonable. A scenario is imagined, not
difficult to fathom, that could bring about such an attempt.
The initial developer of the Baker Mills site is stuck
with a lot of expensive, unsold condominiums, and an unbuilt
site. Desperately in need of cash to avoid finance penalties, he
convinces the city to relax certain occupancy requirements in
return for a promise of some affordable housing. Working
together with an energetic artist's cooperative in need of
housing/studio space, an agreement is reached in which the
cooperative will raise financing for roughly one third of the
structure, which they will immediately occupy, and form the
nucleus of the owner's association. This association will
gradually assume full ownership and control of the structure,
with individuals sharing limited equity. It is in the
association's and the developer's financial interests for the
association to assume full ownership as soon as possible. A set
of guidelines, written by the association, regarding physical
modifications to the structure accompanies the financial
contract for new owners.
Accepting this ownership structure as an alternative to
the typical absentee land-lord situation, it is easy to imagine a
more flexible and dynamic control system. Affordability and
self-determined housing quality replace individual or
corporate profit as the primary motive. Control then shifts
from an absent, single-interest party, to a diverse and multi-
interested group who inhabit the structure. The individual acts
of this group are registered against their own evolving control
system, thereby creating both the chaos and the order.
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The inscribed memory of past transformation to the
mill buildings were inspirational and a starting point for
formal explorations. If such radical and beautiful change could
be brought about for industrial purposes, what could be expected
of housing? To project a result of transformation seems
ludicrous. The process itself must be both the tool for and the
outcome of transformation. Without program, or clear
expectations, I set out to explore transformation in a series of
models, in elevation, section, and plan. They are based loosely
on the construction, materials and dimensions of the vacant mill
4- -- M , , --.-- " - - - - -MMMMMMMM
buildings on the site. The initial interventions are considered
to be the work of the "developer" before inhabitation. The
subsequent series are projections of possible occupant
modifications, building up additively. Both initial and
subsequent moves are directed towards the gain of territory,
light, privacy, access or personalization- the common motives
for transformation in housing.
46
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The essential difference between the insides and
outsides of these buildings becomes important in these
explorations. Whereas the exterior control element (the brick
facade) is well established; the section is defined only by
stacked, wood plank floors; and the plan is nearly neutral,
defined only by a column grid. The initial interventions differ
in intent accordingly. While the massive wall receives the
catalysts for erosion and aggregations (lintel and beam seats
cut, sills scored for removal), the section remains intact, and
the open plan is fortified with solid walls. Subsequent
transformations to the facade involve: beams and struts
projected to support balconies or room extensions, wall sections
removed and lintels added, roof-top construction, vertical
access and re-modifications. In plan and section, similar change
occurs to the outside wall, interior partitions are added, floor
openings are cut and modifications are re-modified.
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A certain chaos emerges, particularly in the facade,
not unlike some the references looked at earlier. The process of
arriving at that chaos revealed several characteristics of
transformation;
-successive steps become more difficult: the additive
process of form and material means later steps require more
interaction and dependence on earlier aggregation. Certain
actions preclude others. This does not imply a limit, but a
gradual deceleration of the process.
-a shift of balance: the dominant grid of the initial
structure gradually recedes to the accumulation of
modifications. Within the sequences, as observed in the
sequences of 20th century art, there is a point beyond which the
chaos "takes control".
Besides looking at transformation, or the "courting of
chaos" in the context of a brick mill building, the exploration
was as much about a method of design, in which
transformation, or the potential thereof is a primary motive.
The question then arises: whose transformations?
-an underlying hypocrisy: though the intended
simulation of the transformations is the work of many
independent unknowns, my method was controlled by one: me.
"Fair" and "naive" as I tried to be, the outcome was undeniably
influenced by my design biases.
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What does one do with a bias towards chaos, a set of
observations, and an initial formal exploration? Several
issues beg further investigation: architectural form as an
expression of the order/ chaos duality, interpretation of mill
building qualities, "genuine" modelling of transformation.
These are initial concerns and generators of a building
proposal for the open end of the site.
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A series of autonomous, yet interdependent elements
constitute these structures, concieved of as "support
structures"; virtual scaffolds for ongoing transformation:
-The base of a row of demolished concrete silos exists
on the site as a retaining wall. Revived, this becomes the
first element and foundation of a new structure. Offering
massive presence and a formal starting point, it is gladly
recieved.
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-A series of concrete columns are deployed in front of
the silo base. Introduced first near the outermost mill
building, they are concieved of as a transformation of the
vertical portions of the heavy masonry walls, turned
sideways and tapered for perceptual lightness.
-From within the silo bases rise steel truss shear
frames. Containing concrete block plumbing cores, these
become the (reassuring) mass and source of water around
which individuals will build.
-.0"40064woh-
-From the columns spring light steel truss extensions.
The material and form of the common interventions to the
-Rows of steel columns rise from the silo bases and mill buildings, these perform a like role of allowing extension
concrete bases, transferring to lighter columns above. These from, and access to the interiors. Rather than defining an
are the equivalent of the "forest" of cast iron columns found in edge which must be broken (i.e. a brick wall), they define a
the mill buildings, decreased in density. zone for optional inhabitation.
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plans:
ground floor
second floor
floors 3-7
As in the mill buildings, concrete (or brick) is
understood as the element of permanence (mass), steel as the
agent of change (light). The proportions reverse: once
primarily mass with eruptions of light, now built of light
with massive anchors. Elements occur independently, at
intervals based on use (i.e. room size, parking size), or
inherited dimensions (i.e. silo or plot dimensions), coming
together to set up the structure. The dimensional coincidence
of the elements determines the form; horizontal tie beams,
the roof, and concrete floor strips being the constant intermediaries.
A second order of elements are introduced which begin
to articulate the structure for inhabitation. Bands of
insulated wall panels are bolted to the front elevation, floor
panels cover the front portion of each level, and wood-frame
walls partially close the rear elevation. In contrast to the
primary elements, these are light and deployable, intended
as a "starter kit" of elements, to be left, moved or removed.
Public access, in the form of reserved bays for through
passage, elevators, fire stairs and suspended walkways
constitute a third order of elements. Locationally determined
by the primary structure, their relationship with it also
varies: the elevator towers stiffen the structure, the
walkways hang from it. These elements suggest a manner of
working with the support, an understanding of the embodied
rules set up by the primary elements. The rules determine the
limits and possibilities available to eventual inhabitants,
articulated by materials and systems. Some are as simple as
fixed and free: panels are unbolted, stud walls demolished,
concrete does'nt budge, steel dulls drill bits. Dimensions also
influence transformation: the zone of the truss is easily
buildable, the module of the floor panels easily removable.
The rest is unknown. Remaining elements are left to
the discretion of the eventual occupants. With the assistance
of designers and builders, clues and restraints embodied in
the structure, and the limits of their own budgets and
imaginations, the "final" form emerges.
Design intentions stemming from a position regarding
order and chaos, observations of mill buildings and their
transformability, and a particular site, led to a building
proposal. Unfortunately the final step in typical design
processes, this constituted only the stage for analysis and
refinement. Assumptions about the clarity of the rules, their
ability to facilitate individual transformations; the
coexistance of order and chaos; were be tested during the
design process. A portion of the structure was built (at 1/4
scale), large enough to accommodate five or six
"inhabitants". Fellow designers were introduced to the site
and structural system, and asked to design and build, in model
form, a dwelling for an imaginary client of their own
fabrication. The only "non-embodied" rule was that they
build on only one side of a plumbing core, in order to
accomodate more inhabitants. My modelling supplies became
the "lumber yard" the designers were free to choose from, or
import their own materials. I stood by to clarify the process,
or as assistant builder. I refused to give opinions, or say what
I wanted. The process went well, and brought up interesting
observations, as well as design problems with the structure:
-influential neighbors: existing local interventions set
up limits or possibilities for subsequent moves, as well as
providing reference for material or formal decisions.
-influential primary structure: (beyond the
predictable placement of kitchens and bathrooms next to
plumbing cores), interior partitions were typically aligned
with columns, balconies or room extensions were frequent, and
in one case, a silo base was extended vertically to form the
rear wall of a dwelling.
-undue reverence: for the "vision of the architect":
perhaps merely a methodological problem, contributing
designers were constantly wondering what I wanted.
-support problems: interior stairs placement was
difficult, due to the position of the concrete slab; the fixed
vertical mullions were considered unneccesarily restrictive;
the position of the plumbing core made the possibility of a
north side eating area difficult.
The process and the resulting model began to answer
some of the questions. A certain chaos was achieved, a
reasonable order was maintained. As yet it was still a
system, waiting to become a building. The same questions
remained, now to be influenced by greater numbers of
inhabitants, and by the overall form of the building. Most of
the decisions about the form of the building were made in the
development of the system, modified by observations of the
inhabitation model. The height and profile of the building
were determined by a desire to "relate" to, but step down from
the 6-8 storey height of the mill buildings.
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Rather than modelling, designers drew floor plans
and elevations, to be compiled into "master" plans and
elevations. More observations and problems:
-party wall definition: A problem was identified in
which generous lateral staggering of a party wall could
seriously reduce the potential southern exposure of an
adjacent unit.
-back door zone: the continuous fire escape was
relocated to the south side for this test, leaving a buildable
zone to the rear. This was frequently taken advantage of, and
provided a second option for internal stairs.
Plans and elevations of the support structure were
drawn up, and the five model inhabitants were "moved in" as
the initial settlers. I then opened the site up for another nine.
Each designer was given a brief client description and a
"budget" of area and sides of a plumbing core. This was to
approximate the ability of various inhabitants to afford
various amounts of floor area. Designers were then free to
choose the specific "site" for their project, moving
horizontally and/or vertically (to another floor) from a
plumbing core. Another non-embodied rule was set forth to
prevent a situation of leftover space without a plumbing core.
elevations:
left-inhabitation collage/diagram
right-inhabitation rendering
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To stand back and watch fate unfold, while initially
difficult, soon became a great pleasure. Similar must be the
great fear of watching one's own children leave home, only to
be replaced by the fascination (and perhaps pride) of
watching them mature.

intent and spirit
Walks through back alleys in Quebec remain far more
vivid in my memory than a visit to Moshe Safdie's Habitat
on the same trip. The richness and vitality of intense
individual expression were more evocative than even the
most creative of architect's attempts at housing. My
suspicion was that the alleys also served the inhabitants
better than the Architecture.
What was it about these alleys- in specific terms-
that "worked" for me and for the inhabitants? The term
chaos seemed to describe the result, with a major caveat of
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apparent, as a way of acknowledging the underlying order,
however deeply buried. Acceptance of chaos is not easy for
people (let alone governments), yet has intrinsic value, as a
counterpart to order, both socially and formally. Our urban
experience is very much a result of the dialogue between tight
control and complete freedom. We must be aware of the
duality, and work toward a balance. A close look at some
20th century art reveals the interdependence of chaos and
order in pure form.
Alberto Giacomelti
Pre-industrial and vernacular approaches to housing
often allowed for a great deal of diversity within a strong
and imageable whole. Strong enough, in fact, for many
examples to survive into the present. Much of 20th century
public housing has proven unsatisfactory, socially and
formally. Attempts to "build-in" chaos are formally
interesting; a commitment to "let-in" chaos seems formally
compelling and socially crucial.
The particulars of a place and a time are necessary
and welcome influences on any application of such a
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proposition. What are the appropriate interventions given
the local environment, the immediate setting, and the current
housing economy? Abandoned mill sites provide an
incredibly rich physical infrastructure for inhabitation,
embodying layers of information and clues. Modelling
transformation became a tool for exploring the idea of chaos
and order in a specific housing context.
Turn of the century brick boxes, while fertile
receptacles for inhabitation and ensuing chaos, are few in
number. What can be derived from them in a generative,
rather than figural sense? How could they be improved upon
in terms of encouraging ongoing transformation through the
initial design? A "real world" proposal merited real world
testing. The results of the test are inconclusive by nature, but
open for interpretation, and hopefully evocative.
Calvino's Marco Polo brought invisible cities to a
lucid clarity for Kublai Khan. In the end his fantastic
universe of cities turns out to be but one city: his beloved
Venice. Looking back over my work, I see a wide scattering of
ideas and explorations that I can not assign a single name.
They are bound rather by intent and spirit, and a deep love
for the chaos that people build.

Contemplating these essential landscapes, Kublai reflected on the invisible order that sustains cities, on the rules that
decreed how they rise, take shape and prosper, adapting themselves to the seasons, and then how they sadden and fall
into ruins. At times he thought he was on the verge of discovering a coherent, harmonious system underlying the infinite
deformities and discords, but no model could stand up to the comparison with the game of chess. Perhaps, instead of
racking one's brains to suggest with the ivory pieces' scant help visions which were anyway destined to oblivion, it would
suffice to play a game according to the rules, and to consider each successive state of the board as one of the countless
forms that the system of forms assembles and destroys.
- Italo Calvino
on order and chaos:
order has no function, this side of evil, other to make what is essentially chaotic work.
- Aldo Van Eyck
If there are no constraints if at all, the process continues until a state of complete homogeneity is
attained - a state exemplified by a perfectly shuffled deck of cards, a well-shaken mix, of the distribution
of molecules in boiling water.
- Rudolf Arnheim
free - form itself does not assure freedom. As a form, it is just one more form.
-Wallace Stevens
I begin logically with chaos, that is most natural. And I am at ease because at the beginning I myself may
be chaos. Chaos is an unordered state of things, a confusion. "Cosmogenetically": speaking, it is a
mythical, primordial state of the world from the ordered cosmos develops, step by step or suddenly, on its
own or at the hand of a creator.
- Paul Klee
the walls are burst open in an unprecedented orgy of colored chaos. There are no laws and
there's no brake to slow down and cool this overheated atmosphere that cracks the retina,
blinds one and sends one mad. Where are we heading?
- Fernand Leger
A simple cube can serve as symbol of something monolithic, such as power or permanence, but it cannot
reflect the complexity of the human mind. Complex structure can be housed but not expressed by
simple shape.
- Rudolf Arnheim
on the "open work":
He is no longer to see the work of art as an object which draws on given links with experience
and which demands to be enjoyed; now he sees it as a potential mystery to be solved, a role to
fulfill, a stimulus to quicken his imagination.
- Umberto Eco
Pousseur has observed that the poetics of the "open" work tends to encourage "acts of conscious
freedom" on the part of the performer and place him at the focal point of a network of limitless
interrelation, among which he chooses to set up his own form without being influenced by an external
necessity which definitively prescribes the organization of the work in hand.
- Umberto Eco
..this does not mean complete chaos in it's internal relations, what it does imply is an
organizing rule which governs these relations....the "work in movement" is the possibility of
numerous different personal interventions, but it is not an amorphous invitation to
indiscriminate participation. The invitation offers the performer the opportunity for an
oriented insertion into something which always remains the world intended by the author.
- Umberto Eco
This is a strange thought, but it is fundamental. No work of art has been created with such finality that
you need contribute nothing to it. You must recreate the work for yourself - it cannot be presented to you
ready-made. You cannot look at a picture and find it beautiful by a merely passive act of seeing. The
internal relations that make it beautiful to you have to be discovered and in some way have to be put in by
you. The artist provides a skeleton; he provides guiding lines; he provides enough to engage your interest
and to touch you emotionally. But there is no picture and no poem unless you yourself enter it and fill it
out.
-Jacob Bronowski
A number of recent pieces of instrumental music are linked by a common feature: the
considerable autonomy left to the individual performer in the way he chooses to play the work.
Thus, he is not merely free to interpret the composer's instructions following his own direction
(which happens in traditional music), but he must impose his judgment on the form of the
piece, as when he decides how long to hold a note or in what order to group the sounds: all
this amounts to an act of improvised creation.
- Umberto Eco
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...it is not overambitious to detect in the poetics of the "open" work- more or less specific overtones of
trends in contemporary scientific thought. For example, it is a critical commonplace to refer to the
spatiotemporal continuum in order to account for the structure of the universe in Joyce's works. Pousseur
has offered a tentative definition of his musical work which involves the term "field of possibilities." In
fact, he is shows that he is prepared to borrow two extremely revealing technical terms from
contemporary culture. The notion of "field" is provided by physics and implies a revised vision of the
classical relationship posited between cause and effect as a rigid, one-directional system: now a complex
interplay of motive forces is evisaged, a configuration of possible events, a complete dynamism of
structure. The notion of "possibility" is a philosophical canon which reflects a widespread tendency in
contemporary science; the discarding of a static, syllogistic view of order.
- Umberto Eco
Now, a dictionary presents us with thousands upon thousands of words which we could freely
use to compose poetry, essays on physics, anonymous letters, or grocery lists. In this sense
the dictionary Is clearly open to the reconstitution of its raw material in any way that the
manipulator wishes. But this does not make it a "work". The "openness" and dynamism of an
artistic work consist In factors which make it susceptible to a whole range of integrations.
They provide it with organic complements which they graft into the structural vitality which
the work already possesses, even if it is incomplete. This structural vitality is still seen as a
positive property of the work, even though it admits all kinds of different conclusions and
solutions for it.
- Umberto Eco
... the artistic process that tries to give form to disorder, amorphousness, and dissociation is nothing but
the effort of a reason that wants to lend a discursive clarity to things. When its discourse is unclear, it is
because things themselves, and our relationship to them, are still very unclear - indeed, so unclear that it
would be ridiculous to pretend to define them from the uncontaminated podium of rhetoric. It would be
only another way of escaping reality and leaving it exactly as it is. And wouldn't this be the ultimate and
most successful figure of alienation?
- Umberto Eco
...the contemporary novel as an encyclopedia, as a method of knowledge, and above all as a
network of connections between the events, the people, and the things of the world.
- Italo Calvino
on society and the city:
"It's a difficult environment. Our lives are tough enough as it is. I mean, I'm not looking to
get rid of the few things that provide relief and comfort. On the contrary, I'm looking for more
comfort, because the world is very abrasive. I mean, I'm trying to protect myself, because
really there are these abrasive beatings to be avoided, everywhere you look. "
Wallace Shawn and Andre Gregory-"My Dinner With Andre"
.. modem man... has become at once a tiny atom in a vast sea of humanity and an individual who
recognizes himself as being utterly alone. He has therefore vacillated between a frantic desire to find
something comprehensible to belong to and an equally consuming passion to express his own
individuality and to act on his own.
- Vincent Scully
Anarchy in cities, pushing men to say what they think about each other in order to forge some
mutual patterns of compatibility, is thus not a compromise between order and violence; it is a
wholly different way of living, meaning that people will no longer be caught between these two
polarities.
- Richard Sennett
The fruit of this conflict- a paradox which is the essence of this book- is that in extricating the city from
preplanned controls men in control of themselves and more aware of each other. That is the promise,
and the justification, of disorder.
- Richard Sennett
...there appears in adolescence a set of strengths and desires which can lead in themselves to
a self-imposed slavery; that the current organization of the city communities encourages men
to enslave themselves in adolescent ways; that it is possible to break through this framework
to achieve an adulthood whose freedom lies in its acceptance of disorder and painful
dislocation; that the passage from adolescence to this new, possible adulthood depends on a
structure of experience that can only take place in a dense, uncontrollable human settlement
- in other words, in a city.
- Richard Sennett
...since the work of Baron Haussmann in Paris, an assumption that the planning of cities should be
directed to bring order and clarity to the city as a whole. Instead of this idea, whose basis is found in
mechanical ideas of production, the city must be conceived as social order of parts without a coherent,
controllable form.
- Richard Sennett
My observations and conclusions thus far sum up to this: In our American cities, we need all
kinds of diversity, intricately mingled in mutual support. We need this so city life can work
decently and constructively, and so people of the cities can sustain (and further develop) their
society and civilization.
- Jane Jacobs
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We Soviet people are inclined to perceive freedom as anarchy, as the freedom of destructive forces
inside man, forgetting that freedom has carried enormous creative potentials, thanks to which these
Western structures have come into being. The Soviet Union is a world without structure, which is in many
respects is held up by commands and prohibitions of every kind. The Soviet Union, to express it
graphically, is big sack, tightly tied and filled with flour, dust, or gravel (it doesn't matter what). Untie the
sack and every thing will spill out. The Western world is like honeycombs. They are fastened by a
multitude of partitions, at times invisible partitions. They are light, and it would seem easy to blow them
down with one breath. But in realty, according to the laws of physics, honeycombs are architecturally very
sound.
- Andrei Siniavski
on architecture:
Standardized materials and patterns and plans and elevations - here are the ingredients of
the architecture of the machine age: by escaping it we get our superficially vivacious suburbs;
by accepting it , those vast acres of nondescript monotony... The chief thing needful for the
enjoyment of this architecture is a standardized people.
- Lewis Mumford
Mass housing does not give rules for a game but rules for life. In undertaking a mass housing project
one proceeds in the manner of an officer preparing a parade. The complex figures which the troops will
execute must be carefully prepared. Everything has to be foreseen to the last detail. The sudden
eruption of an unforeseen circumstance is a disaster which will destroy the total image irrevocably. We
can understand the leader's anxiety that one of the soldiers might suddenly act on his own. When that
happens he loses his grip on the whole. The unexpected spontaneity of life must be excluded at all costs.
- John Habraken
Public housing is the sustained denial of the powers of habitation. Not only does it create an
instant environment, but it allows occupancy only the condition that nothing will change.
When the tenants move in the configurations do not become alive. The model is similar to
other examples of physical environments where those who inhabit may not touch the site, like
the hotel, the convent and the military barracks. The user's opportunity to act reduced, he
may redistribute furniture and personal utensils,or relocate himself.
- John Habraken
Modern architecture has discovered the fascination of spontaneous composition, or architecture without
architects, and of the unrepeatable harmony that comes about when similar units produced by different
hands at different times are placed next to one another. Once this type of beauty, created by time and by
the sediment left from generation to generation, had been discovered and celebrated in the literature,
one tried naively to capture it and to replicate it in the laboratory by vaguely imitating its form, without
understanding that a form born from a process cannot be retrieved without the process sustaining it.
- Paolo Portoghesi
...we should not try to forecast what will happen, but try to make provision for what cannot be
foreseen. The uncertainty of the future itself must be the basis on which present decisions are
taken. Without this point of departure every prognosis is worthless, for it is exactly what we
cannot foresee which is most characteristic of the future, not the straight extension of the
present. -John Habraken
One could draw the conclusion from all this that all we have to do is to design empty shells, as
unemphatic and as neutral as possible, so as to allow the inhabitants optimal freedom. However
paradoxical this may seem, it is highly questionable whether such a degree of freedom would not result in
a form of paralysis. We must give incentives, create "stimuli" that are so designed as to evoke images in
everyone's mind - images which, through being projected into a person's experiential world, will result in
associations that encourage individual use, that is to say, the very use that is most appropriate for his
situation at any particular time. Freedom may well hold great potential for many, but there must be a
spark to ignite the engine.
- Hermann Hertzberger
The modern, changeable, and open architectures demand an active and open person.
Personal liberty is a shallow word only unless society and its architectures enable the
possibilities of personal activity. Therefore modern architectures have to be fluent, movable,
and Indeterminate as to their forms.
The people using them must be the elements themselves to determine the form....
-Werner Ruhnau
...diversity itself has value, even if artificially induced. It denies the possibility of a finite aesthetic and it
encourages extension through the activities of the inhabitants.....timid interventions can be made which
encourage others of a bolder nature. A process of accretion starts, which grows like a biological organism.
- Lucien Kroll
In those parts of the world where man still builds his own house and makes with his own hands
the objects that go in to it, the house has always been a fairly accurate indicator of his needs
and the accumulated experience of his race. Not so with us. It is a long time since we lost
ability to find out what is good for us. As a rule, we have little more to go by than what we are
told. Most of our demands are "created" and built into goods that we consume...
- Bernard Rudofsky
(of Late Baroque architecture) ...All movement is around fixed points. It is a union of the opposites of
order and freedom. The order is absolutely firm, but against it an illusion of freedom is played....It is
therefore an architecture that intended to enclose and shelter human beings in a psychic sense, to order
them absolutely so that they can always find a known conclusion at the end of the journey, but finally to
let them play at freedom and action all the while.
- Vincent Scully
Those who arrive at Thekla can see little of the city, beyond the plank fences, the sackcloth screens, the scaffoldings, the
metal armatures, the wooden catwalks hanging from ropes or supported by sawhorses, the ladders, the trestles. If you ask,
"Why is Thekla's construction taking such a long time?" the inhabitants continue hoisting sacks, lowering leaded strings,
moving long brushes up and down, as they answer, " So that its destruction cannot begin." And if asked whether they fear
that, once the scaffoldings are removed, the city may begin to crumble and fall to pieces, they add hastily, in a whisper,
"Not only the city."
If, dissatisfied with the answers, someone puts his eye to a crack in a fence, he sees cranes pulling up other cranes,
scaffoldings that embrace other scaffoldings, beams that prop up other beams. "What meaning does your construction
have?" he asks. " What is the aim of city under construction unless it is a city? Where is the plan you are following, the
blueprint?"
"We will show it to you as soon as the working day is over; we cannot interrupt our work now," they answer.
Work stops at sunset. Darkness falls over the building site. The sky is filled with stars. "There is the blueprint," they say.
- Italo Calvino
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